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THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNANCE IN THE
PROCESS OF BROWNFIELD REGENERATION:
EUROPEAN PLANNING PRACTICE

A B S T R A C T
Because a large number of participants with various interests in
the process of brownfield regeneration increase the complexity
of the process itself, it is interesting to observe the nature of
their collaboration. The focus of this paper is on the role of
the local authorities as one of the key stakeholders responsible
for the success of brownfield regeneration. Their position and
the instruments they use in such a process can be elucidated
by observing the organisation of the planning process, the
negotiation and decision-making procedures, and the means of
conflict resolution. Two European case studies on brownfield
regeneration form the empirical research scope of this paper:
A former cable and wire factory in Vienna and a former Roma
settlement in Budapest. The paper provides an insight into
possibilities for a redefinition of planning culture through
innovative and proactive planning approaches to brownfield
regeneration.
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Introduction
The importance of brownfield regeneration for sustainable spatial development
has been the focus of many planning debates in recent years.1 The implementation
of the sustainability principle in contemporary planning practice has resulted
in a trend towards brownfield regeneration: “the redevelopment of land or
premises which has previously been used or developed and is not currently
fully in use”.2 The immediate reuse of brownfields is not possible without an
intervention that involves a wide range of various instruments: planning, social,
political, economic, environmental, etc., all of which raise the complexity of
the brownfield redevelopment process. However, as the results of the planning
phase are crucial for the success of the entire brownfield regeneration cycle,3
we can assume that complex spatial problems, such as brownfield regeneration,
demand different ways of thinking, and thus different ways of planning from
what is considered the traditional decision-making model.4
Keeping changes to a planning approach for challenging spatial problems in
mind, there are three main aspects that need to be considered in relation to
brownfield regeneration: 5
1. Identifying an adequate planning expertise position,
2. Institutionalising the informal planning procedures, which creates
3. A strong demand for elucidating the roles of various stakeholders and
the means of coordinated collaboration.
Placing emphasis on collaboration among a number of stakeholders, we need to
be aware of the following demands:6
––In order to harmonise various interests, a collaboration between different
sectors (public, private and civil) is needed.
––In order to create a synergy of the various knowledge and skills, an
integration of expert knowledge is needed, which stems from manifold
disciplines, such as urban planning, environment, transport, economy,
sociology, as well as empirical knowledge, and which is based on
practical experience in the field of brownfield regeneration.
Previous demands led towards focusing on the role of local authorities in the
brownfield redevelopment process and their contribution to its success. Local
governance holds particular importance in brownfield regeneration for two
reasons. Firstly, it plays a major role in a smooth vertical collaboration in a
bottom-up process. Local authorities serve as conveyors of ideas created at the
local level towards their approval at higher governance levels (regional and
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national). This is particularly true for brownfield redevelopment initiatives, as
the topic of brownfields usually goes beyond local significance, i.e. brownfield
regeneration is of regional and, often, national importance.
Secondly, local authorities have the role of mediator between the private and
civil sector representatives in the process of brownfield revitalisation. Local
governance has the role of ‘bridging the gap’ among numerous demands
represented by private investors, pursuing its own, mostly financial, interests on
one side, and by the local community, mainly focused on the topic of identity
and the preservation of local values on the other. A balance between these two
sectors is usually difficult to achieve, in particular, under transitional social
circumstances.7 Hence, the local government with its specific powers and
position within a broader institutional, i.e. a public context, has a critical role.
The paper presents the process of testing the following hypothesis: The
participation of local authorities in an innovative and proactive manner
contributes to a more effective and efficient brownfield regeneration process. In
other words, the paper will report on the role of local government during various
phases of the brownfield redevelopment process, their relationship to both the
private and civil sectors as well as their relationship to higher governance
levels. In addition, the specific skills and knowledge and the type of power used
in pursuing public interest are covered.
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The paper is structured as follows. After general introductory remarks on
the research subject, i.e. the roles, responsibilities and instruments of local
governance in the process of brownfield regeneration, the article describes the
normative aspects of a collaborative planning model, i.e. the preferred means
of collaboration as well as optimal institutional cooperative arrangements,
as broadly discussed topics in the body of literature related to brownfield
redevelopment. It goes on to present the practice of brownfield revitalisation
in two Central European cities, Vienna and Budapest, as its territorial scope.
The focus is on elucidating the collaborative planning process through the two
case studies, with particular attention on the aspects of the process initiation, its
management, negotiation procedures and conflict resolution. A brief discussion
of the context-specific response to the problem of brownfield regeneration is
given before the final conclusion.

A collaborative planning paradigm:
A background of planning practice
In addition to various instruments, e.g. change of ownership structure, physical
or chemical remediation of land and objects, change of planning policy, and
marketing measures, the basic condition for an efficient and effective brownfield
regeneration process is the quality of the collaboration among its participants. As
a simplified scheme of stakeholder collaboration in a brownfield redevelopment
process used 14 participants,8 the specificity of such a process stems from the
number of stakeholders involved, e.g. their various levels of knowledge, skills
and power, and, thus the difficulties in achieving compliance among the various,
and often, confrontational interests.9
Hence, the growing coordination of numerous stakeholders and the institutional
reform, through the establishment of legal, policy and knowledge structures,
play a crucial role in coping with the problem of brownfield regeneration.10
As brownfield regeneration should be carried out according to the premises
of the collaborative planning model,11 the interrelated normative aspects of 1)
preferred means of collaboration, and 2) optimal institutional arrangements,
which are deeply embedded in the doctrine of collaborative planning and closely
refer to the notion of local governance (as a research subject), are clarified in the
following section.
Achieving effective collaboration
In narrow terms, the role of local government in the brownfield regeneration
process is not only that of monitoring the entire process of zoning, planning
and adopting suggested solutions, but also of the control of various interests
represented by different departments within its administrative structure.12
Moreover, local authorities are responsible for creating a democratic
environment where all the stakeholders have a say in the process of identifying
a common solution.13 In order to achieve a so-called ‘win-win’ solution, i.e. an
ultimate outcome that satisfies everyone, 14 the planning communication must
be directed towards the public, meaning that all the participants in the process
must be aware of the attitudes of other parties, while at the same time striving
to persuade others of their own attitudes, interests15 and values.16 This kind of
communication is based on individual creativity to a large extent. However, the
essence of interactive communication is to achieve cooperativeness, rather than
mutual outwitting and competitiveness. Only in this way, can the participants in
the process exchange experiences, and then modify their own goals and means
in relation to those proposed at the very beginning of the process. Hence, the gist
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of the entire process of unfettered communication is to achieve a consensus,17 a
decision acceptable for all the participants in the process.
It is important that all relevant stakeholders participate in the process, and not
only those who can easily manipulate the interests, e.g. governance structures.
In other words, as collaborative planning has a distinctive approach – one that
includes communication among the stakeholders belonging to different social
worlds18 – all the members of the community should have the opportunity to
express their own views and participate actively in decision-making, regardless
of what level of power they possess. Such an approach includes the creation of a
strategy based on a ‘soft infrastructure’, in which the behaviours of actors induce
certain ways of communicating, interacting and managing. The parameters that
enable the collaborative planning process are the following:19
–– Cooperation and a focus on social relationships, consensus-building and
gaining trust among the stakeholders
–– Emphasis on the ‘practical awareness and local capabilities’, as well
as on scientific and technical knowledge – without giving privilege to
‘rationality’
–– Building an interactive consensus based on different interests among the
stakeholders
Keeping the subject of this paper in mind, the previously mentioned premises of
collaborative planning are significant because they emphasise ‘local knowledge’
and ‘local skills’, regulated by the appropriate institutional framework,
i.e. local government, which should facilitate decision-making based on
local values. Consensus-building is based on openness and trust, while the
collaborative network actively transmits knowledge and removes obstacles in
the communication process, opens dialogue and eliminates misunderstandings
as one of the causes of conflict.
267

Optimal institutional arrangements
Building collaborative consensus also requires using a ‘bottom-up’ approach,
which criticises the deductive model of determining values and setting goals.
Thus, in order to adequately treat the problem of brownfield regeneration, there
is a need for an efficient organisation of public institutions.20 More precisely,
although local governments take a leading role in the process of brownfield
redevelopment, the national government should provide an administrative
framework for supporting local initiatives in a brownfield regeneration process.
However, achieving adequate vertical coordination between the levels of
national, regional and local government remains the main challenge.

The establishment and preservation of a consensus among the different
stakeholders cannot be independent of the ‘hard infrastructure’ – the socioeconomic system and the key power21 holders.22 Thus, the critical parameters
that enable a collaborative planning process are:23
–– Recognising the abundance of and differences among stakeholders, as
well as the complex relationships that may arise between them, as well
as within them
–– Recognition of the fact that many activities, usually exclusive to the
domain of public administration, can also be performed outside of these
institutions
–– Supporting the participation of all members of political organisations,
while recognising their fundamental differences
These parameters highlight the need for a clear determination of the jurisdiction
of governmental organisations, experts, and other institutions, in addition to
their mutual cooperation. More precisely, one of the basic forms of adaptation
of an institutional organisation to a collaborative planning model is the
decentralisation of decision-making, as well as the implementation of planning
policies.24 Therefore, it is important to strengthen vertical coordination to
ensure the harmonisation of decisions made on different government levels
(national, regional and local). Furthermore, compliance at the horizontal level of
coordination, i.e. finding agreement on the planning policies and decisions made
among different sectors and disciplines, is considered a necessary prerequisite
of an efficient collaborative planning process. Finally, in addition to cooperation
among the same sectors at different government levels, great attention should
be placed on cooperation between formal and informal institutions.
Collaborative planning in brownfield regeneration
processes: European experiences
The data used to examine the nature of collaboration in the cases of Austria and
Hungary were collected through:
1. A content analysis of secondary sources on Austrian25 and Hungarian26
brownfield regeneration examples, and
2. The semi-structured interviews conducted among key stakeholders who
directly participated in the process of brownfield regeneration in Vienna
and Budapest.27
Therefore, the actors selected for the interviews were experienced planning
professionals in the public sector (i.e. local government). Thus, intensity
sampling28 as one of the methods particularly used for the case study research
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was considered an appropriate method for this paper. The data analysis is
presented according to the following structure:
–– Initiation of the brownfield regeneration process
–– Organisation and management of the planning process
–– Negotiation process and decision-making procedures
–– Conflict resolution
Such an approach was also used during interviews conducted with the
planning professionals. In this way, it is possible to attain a critical overview
on stakeholder collaboration and cooperation arrangements. The relationship
between the nature of the cooperation and its dependence on the concrete
planning context will be discussed in section 4 of this paper.
Former cable and wire factory: KDAG, Vienna
The first ‘good practice’ example of brownfield regeneration is the former cable
and wire factory (Kabel- und Drahtwerke AG – KDAG) in Vienna, located in
municipal District XII of Meidling, in an area of almost seven hectares.29 For the
entire 20th century, the factory was a prosperous enterprise with several hundred
employees. In 1989 during a course of privatisation, the company was sold and
consequently started to weaken (Figure 1). Finally, the plant was closed in 1997
and a year later sold to a union of eight developers, who bought not only the
building, but also the land where the old factory was situated.30
Initiation of the brownfield regeneration process
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The factory had a specific impact on the entire district – not only on its previous
employees, but also as a very special identity reference for the local population.
Hence, the governance of the City of Vienna, as the initiator of the site
redevelopment process, decided on an intensive involvement of the previous
workers as well as the local inhabitants. They invited the laid-off staff and local
residents to participate in a competition to provide any kind of suggestions (in
oral, written or sketch form) for future site development. The jury intentionally
did not include urban planners, instead, the Chairman of the District XII office,
the local parish priest, a journalist, and representatives of the City of Vienna
were chosen to select the three top entries. This was proof that city governance
“recognised and appreciated local skills and knowledge.”31 Moreover, the role
of the local community was not limited to proposing solutions for the future
development of their surroundings: three (out of 30) applicants were chosen as
delegates to the Citizens’ Advisory Board – the body responsible for monitoring
the planning process.

Figure 1. KDAG – cable and wire factory in Vienna. (Source: Buchner, Kohoutek and Pamer, Kabelwerk)

Initiator: CITY GOVERNANCE
LOCAL COMMUNITY
Citizens’ Advisory Board

Operational level

Strategic level

WORKING GROUP

MONITORING GROUP

Planning experts of the City of
Vienna
Consultants
Architectural team
The competition winners
Developers
Roles:

Citizens’ Advisory Board
City of Vienna
Chief Executive Office
District Authority
Different sectors
External consultants

test-projects

Roles:
Process control
Decision-making
Acceptance of final solution
FORMULATION OF URBAN
DESIGN PROJECT

Process management
Formulation of recommendations
FORMULATION OF URBAN
DESIGN CONCEPT
Result:

Regulatory Plan 2002
prepared by the Department for Urban Development
Figure 2. The structure of the brownfield regeneration process in Vienna, Austria. (Source: Author)

Figure 3-6. KDAG site in 2011. (Source: Author)
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In addition to the local community, developers were also highly involved in the
beginning phase of the regeneration process. However, due to the wise decision
of the district authorities to prepare a document (based on local citizens’
demands) to serve as a guideline for the future urban development of the
district, the developers were forced to adjust their own interests to the original
development vision. This was followed by a one-tier urban design competition,
which was organised by the city authorities and the developers’ union, with the
participation of some international architectural and urban design teams. The
two winners formed a joint venture for the formulation of the upcoming urban
design concept, and then, for the urban design project.
Organisation and management of the planning process
The collaboration and interaction among all the stakeholders involved were
carefully designed from the very beginning of the process by two groups: a
Working Group and a Monitoring Group (Figure 2). The Working Group
was composed of urban planning experts and consultants from the fields of
transportation and landscape architecture (all from different departments
of the City of Vienna), the winners of the urban design competition, and the
representatives of the developers. This group was assigned the critical role of
organising the discussions, information flows, control of the planning process,
and finally, formulation of the urban design concept. As the Working Group
progressed, the focus shifted towards the Monitoring Group, which acted as
an advisory board on the findings and proposals made by the Working Group.
The Monitoring Group consisted of the representatives of the local community
(Citizens’ Advisory Board), city government (the Mayor’s Office as the Chief
Executive), district authorities (various departments), and external consultants.
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After the urban design concept was adopted, the “test project” phase followed.
In this phase, the previously composed winning team, i.e. the joint venture, was
proposing various modifications (test projects) of the urban design concept in
order to ensure the initially defined vision was fulfilled. The Monitoring Group
constantly provided thorough discussions to help formulate recommendations
for the preparation of the urban design project, again by the winning teams. The
urban design project was subject to review by the Monitoring Group and, after
a series of interim discussions, the draft master plan for the KDAG area was
presented to the public. After feedback was gathered, the Monitoring Group
approached the city government so that its representatives could produce
a final master plan. Thus, in June 2002, four years after the first idea on the
possible regeneration of the KDAG site, the Regulatory Plan, produced by the
Department for Urban Development of the City of Vienna, was adopted by the
city government.

Negotiation process and decision-making procedures
Thanks to a clear organisation of the planning process, the negotiation among
different stakeholders was well structured. In the beginning phase, an intensive
information flow and the citizens’ involvement increased mutual understanding
between the local community and the experts. The Citizens’ Advisory Board
did not participate in the formulation of the urban design concept or in the
urban design project as this role was reserved for the Working Group. However,
citizens were constantly able to monitor the planning process through the
Citizens’ Advisory Board, thus contributing to “democratic and constructive
decision-making.”32 Later, the members of the Working Group were convinced
that the high-quality project could only have been achieved through the
“bilateral agreements and process management based on teamwork.”33 Thus,
each phase of the urban design process was examined in regular discussions,
and all crucial decisions on the urban design concept, “test projects”, and urban
design project were made by the Monitoring Group.
Conflict resolution
In such a complex stakeholders’ network, composed of several expert groups
combined with a great citizens’ impact and interwoven with developers’
demands, it was not possible to collaborate without conflicts. Some of them
were so strong that “it seemed the entire process was going to fail.”34 This
was particularly expressed by the Working Group, which was composed of
members with different interest backgrounds. Nevertheless, the elimination
of mutual confrontations was achieved through the sessions of the Monitoring
Group. The possible conflicts with the city administration could be avoided
since the political representatives were a significant part of the Monitoring
Group. Also, before its final adoption, the draft of the master plan was presented
to the citizens’ representatives, thus ensuring the final solution was appropriate
for all the direct participants in the planning process. Finally, a consensus-based
master plan was the result of extensive discussions and clearly formulated
demands for the quality of the urban space. The KDAG site after construction
phase is presented in Figure 3-6.
Former Roma settlement: Corvin, Budapest
The former Roma settlement of Corvin (Corvin-Szigony) is located within
the wider centre of Budapest and belongs to District VIII, named Jozefvaros
(Józsefváros).35 Corvin covers 22 hectares and is strategically well situated:
connected with the central city core, close to two subway stations, and on the
corridor route leading to the airport. There was a total of 1100 social housing
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Figure 7. Roma settlement in Budapest. (Source: Author)
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District office decision 2005
basis for the Regulatory District plan changes
Figure 8. The structure of the brownfield regeneration process in Budapest, Hungary. (Source: Author)

Figure 9-12. Corvin site in 2012. (Source: Author)

units on the site in extremely poor condition, 800 of which were unacceptable
for habitation and thus mainly abandoned (Figure 7). Owing to its development
potential and efforts to avoid gentrification, the regeneration of the Corvin site
demanded an innovative and non-standardised approach. The planning phase
of the Corvin redevelopment process lasted one year, from 2004, when the
private company Futureal bought the site, to 2005, when final changes in the
Regulatory District Plan allowed construction to begin.
Initiation of the brownfield regeneration process
The original decision of the district administration was to keep the majority
of the local population, one-third of which were the members of the Roma
community, at the site or at least in District VIII or surrounding districts. Based
on earlier ghettoisation, dilapidated infrastructure networks, and poor building
stock, district authorities initiated a brownfield regeneration process aimed at
“not only an improvement of the building stock, but also the achievement of
economic, social, and cultural benefits.”36 This goal required involving private
investors. However, at the beginning of the redevelopment process, the private
sector representatives were not reliable partners for collaboration. In fact,
none of the investors were able to financially support a regeneration process in
accordance with the original decision of the district to keep the majority of the
local population on the site. Finally, in 2004, after two years of looking for an
appropriate partner, Futureal, the largest residential construction contractor in
Hungary, bought the site. The fact that the district authorities stayed decisive,
i.e. they did not conform to the demands of the private sector, reveals the
significance of the public sector: “their recognition of public values as well
as the determination to achieve the long-term goals, instead of the short-term
financial benefits pursued by private sector.”37
Organisation and management of the planning process
The organisation of the planning process was assigned to Rév8 (Agency for
Rehabilitation and Urban Development), considered the “expert branch” of
local government,38 which was founded in 1997 by the district authorities.
The agency included an interdisciplinary team of highly educated experts,
thus providing not only the technical expertise in terms of making integrative
strategies and policies, but also intense mediation skills between other
stakeholders, particularly investors and the local community. Moreover,
communication with other sectors ran smoothly because this expert sector of
the local administration was strongly dedicated to the success of the Corvin
regeneration project (Figure 8). More precisely, with financial support from the
district authorities, local people were able to obtain a housing unit in the same
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location (Corvin) or to choose another unit in the same or neighbouring districts
without paying any extra financial compensation, which was considered a
“socially acceptable compromise.”39 Hence, the interests of social groups with
a very low power levels were protected. Also, the act of financing the allocation
of original inhabitants by the district administration increased the success rate
in their collaboration with the private sector.
Negotiation process and decision-making procedures
The Rév8 agency had a key negotiation role in the planning phase of the
Corvin brownfield regeneration in terms of both the knowledge and skills of its
members. Firstly, in relation to local society, Rév8 provided a detailed analysis
of the social structure of the population, an identification of their needs, and an
expert analysis of the building stock conditions of about 2500 household units.
Secondly, local residents had been kept informed about new plan proposals,
which is “for Hungarian standards, a very informal aspect of communication
during the planning process.”40 Moreover, through the initiative of the local
NGO called Grund, the local population succeeded in preserving local values. A
former gathering place of local people was recognised as a local cultural value
and, with the efforts of the local community and the Rév8 agency, investors
also agreed on its importance as a bearer of the Corvin identity. In addition
to negotiating with the local community, Rév8 was the mediator between the
district administration and the private sector (Futureal company). However,
decision-making was not within the jurisdiction of the agency, but rather in the
the specific body of the district authorities – called the Corvin office. Its main
role was monitoring the Rév8 agency and setting limits for each phase of the site
regeneration. Specifically, at each stage of this complex process, the proposals
and measures formulated by Rév8 were forwarded to the district administration
through the Corvin office.
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In addition to this, the proactive role of the Corvin office, especially in
maintaining the position of the public body (thus serving the public interest)
is also seen in the following ‘episode’. The original Regulatory District Plan
of 2002 only prescribed the land for residential purposes. But in 2005, the
plan had to be changed with the aim of increasing mixed-use areas based on
investor demands and the agreement of the district authorities. Although for
investors this was actually “a reward for a very risky investment, not only
financially, but also in political terms”,41 the development vision of a socially
sustainable regeneration (defined at the beginning of planning process) was not
compromised. In fact, owing to the experts sticking to their own principles in
the design of public spaces, the investors agreed with the necessity of satisfying

social goals through the construction of schools and health centres, job creation
through employing local people in the process of building demolition and new
construction, as well as in planning public open spaces.
Conflict resolution
Although originally the Rév8 agency was formed jointly by the district
administration and the Budapest city administration, in the later stages of
the regeneration process, communication with the city administration was
not intensive. The reason for this lack of vertical collaboration is that “the
mayor did not understand the need for the redevelopment of the Corvin site”.42
This ‘misunderstanding’ brought about the need for informal procedures
and innovative approaches, which resulted in changes to the previously
established development priorities. More precisely, the original concept of
the brownfield regeneration was conceived as a public-private partnership,
which, by working with the same investment fund, should involve the private
sector, local government, and the city administration of Budapest. In the end,
the municipal government only donated 15 percent of the total investment, as
opposed to the original one-third. As the district government was not able to
fund the remaining 15 percent, the shortfall was compensated for the investors
by increasing the number of housing units, compared to the number originally
planned. Since the Rév8 agency sought a sustainable solution in economic and
social terms, the quality of public space was still a priority. Therefore, the
realisation of the necessary capacity was provided by adding another floor, and
not, for example, by constructing new facilities (Figure 9-12). This ultimately
shows the power of the public sector and the skills of its representatives in the
collaboration with investors.43
Discussion: Collaborative planning procedures
in a concrete planning context
After presenting an overview of the organisation of collaborative planning
processes, describing how negotiations among major stakeholders were
undertaken and how conflicts were resolved, we take a closer look at the details
of the planning processes in the specific spatial planning contexts of Austria
and Hungary:
–– Which stakeholders had a particularly important role?
–– Is the cooperation among various sectors usually managed as described?
–– Are the implemented procedures typical for the planning context in
which they are embedded?
Brief answers to these questions are presented in the following sections.
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‘Open’ planning process in Vienna
The stakeholders’ cooperation in the process of the KDAG site regeneration in
Vienna can be characterised as “unconventional, informal and innovative.”44
This certainly describes organising a collaboration with a large number of
experts with various professional profiles, local and ‘external’ members of the
public sector and the scientific community, and the cooperation between the
experts and the local community representatives. Moreover, the informality
of the planning approach was supported by the relationship between the
public sector representatives (in the form of the City of Vienna) and the local
community. Specifically, the citizens were involved in the following actions:
1) the formulation of the preliminary proposals for the site’s development, 2)
choosing the best solution prepared by the architectural teams, 3) the continuous
monitoring process, and 4) all the discussions leading up to the formulation of
the outcomes during various phases of the planning process.
Furthermore, the KDAG factory “is officially the most successful example
of brownfield regeneration in Vienna ever, confirmed by its undiminished
topicality even several years after the implementation phase.”45 Moreover, in
recent years there were no successful examples of an unconventional planning
approach to the brownfield redevelopment process. Thus, the particularity of
the KDAG approach lies in the time horizon needed for both the planning and
implementation phases. In particular, the entire process lasted for ten years,
which is a “short period of time when taking into account the complexity of the
organisation of the planning process, as well as the remediation and construction
phases that followed.”46
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Finally, a particularity of the KDAG redevelopment process within the general
planning context of Austria is that, although it has a highly decentralised
power system when it comes to the topic of spatial development,47 it is not
a consensus-based society to its full degree. The formal planning instruments
involve informing the public about a certain spatial decisions, but they do not
ensure the inclusion of the local community in the planning process.48 Hence,
the active involvement of citizens in the regeneration process of the KDAG
site implied the “institutionalisation of the collaborative planning approach in
Austrian spatial context.”49
Integrative planning procedures in Budapest
Due to the expert agency Rév8, “urban planning was understood as a
management process, and not as pure technical expertise.”50 This kind of

planning process organisation was implemented for the first time in the history
of Hungarian urban planning practice at the Corvin site, and since then it has
been used in other similar cases.51 Also, what makes this case special in terms
of collaboration is the cooperation with civil society. The role of this sector in
formulating brownfield regeneration policies is often limited and decisions are
made without public debate.52 However, in the Corvin case, the less powerful
stakeholders were also included, i.e. the Roma population, and the ‘voices’ of
the civil sector, i.e. Grund, were listened to. Moreover, the investors’ interests
were not achieved at the expense of the interests of the local community, i.e. in
addition to contributing to the local identity preservation, original inhabitants
also had economic benefits, because one of the conditions of the district
administration was the creation of new jobs in order to promote employment of
the original inhabitants of the Corvin site.
Furthermore, even though public-private partnerships are prescribed on the
local planning level, especially in the Integrated Urban Development Strategy
of Budapest as the preferred mechanism for collaboration within the complex
developmental process,53 there are few examples in planning practice where
the guidelines actually took effect.54 However, the public-private partnership
established through the Corvin regeneration is one of the “most successful
examples of long-term cooperation between the public and private sectors, and
as such it is recognised at European level.”55
Thus, the case study of the Corvin regeneration clearly shows a tendency
towards consensus-based and polycentric (in terms of different power centres)
policy-making. Namely, the Regulatory District Plan resulted from the
“collaboration among the most important stakeholders from public, private
and civil sectors.”56 Hence, the redevelopment of the Corvin site should be
understood as a forerunner of institutional transformation, i.e. as a “preferred
way of urban policy formulation, not only in Budapest, but in all of Hungary.”57
In other words, the Corvin revitalisation “signals institutional reforms towards
integrative and holistic brownfield regeneration.”58
Concluding remarks:
Towards a change in the planning culture
In the end, it is interesting once again to briefly summarise the role of local
governance in the brownfield regeneration process as well as its relationship
with other relevant stakeholders.
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In the Viennese case study, the critical role throughout the entire process of
brownfield regeneration was assigned to the City of Vienna. This body was
responsible for starting the regeneration project, playing a key role in the
efficient organisation of the planning process, and making key decisions.
The particularity of the Viennese approach to brownfield regeneration is seen
in the great appreciation of local needs, demands and wishes for the further
improvement of the area. Keeping in mind the role of the local community
in creating the identity of the space, and the democratic context of decisionmaking in Austria, such a collaborative approach could not only take place here,
but could also produce a long-term positive effect on the development of the
neighbouring areas.
In Budapest, the major role in the brownfield regeneration of the Corvin site
was appointed to the district administration. Its representatives initiated the
process, played the crucial role of mediator between the developers and the
local community, and were responsible for all the decisions made as a means to
influence further implementation of the planning proposals. In contrast to the
Viennese case study within which the district authority had the full support by
the City of Vienna, the metropolitan authorities in Budapest did not share the
same vision for the future development of the Corvin site. Thus, the private
investors had a major role in the regeneration process. Nevertheless, such a
public-private collaboration needs to be highly coordinated. This leads us to the
following conclusions.
In both case studies, the success factor for the brownfield regeneration process
was in the close collaboration between local governance and the experts. In
other words, there is a clear need for the integration of experts and decisionmaking power.
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Viennese expert representatives of the city government played a critical role
throughout the entire brownfield regeneration process. In addition to their
technical expertise, they were greatly involved in the collaboration with
developers in order to find feasible solutions for both parties (public and
private); and, they were focused on raising the awareness of various benefits
of brownfield regeneration for local population. In addition, based on the
outcome, their mediating role with other experts (both local and external)
should not be neglected.
In Budapest, the district authority’s decision, which directly determined the
success of the entire regeneration process, was to establish its own expert body
– the Rév8 agency. As district authorities within the metropolitan administration

system have both the power to create and implement various policies in the
field of spatial development, and must react quickly in adjusting their own
developmental priorities to the general market trends, the resolution to create
their own expert unit had a positive effect on the cooperation among all the
stakeholders: it ran smoothly.
Collaborative planning procedures are useful tools when it comes to complex
spatial problems such as brownfield regeneration. Since a collaborative planning
paradigm is the dominant planning doctrine nowadays, it is not surprising that
similar planning procedures are appearing in different planning cultures. For
both case studies, the following initiatives were the key to success:
1. Involvement of the public sector, which provided objectivity and
comprehensiveness in the planning process.
2. The planning expertise comprised both broad knowledge and skills. This
actually changed the planning process management, thus making both
formal and informal planning compatible.
Formal planning instruments and planning systems can only be affected by
strengthening informal planning procedures. Hence, new planning approaches
are the mechanism for the Europeanisation of spatial planning policy-making.
Nevertheless, if new planning approaches to complex spatial problems are
really to contribute to a change in planning culture, there is a need for a stable
society. In fact, the problem of brownfield regeneration should be understood
as an expert task aimed at achieving long-term development. It should not
be ‘just’ a political question or a market demand. In years to come, Serbian
society will testify if some of the successful European planning approaches
to brownfield regeneration have served as ideas for the redefinition of the
planning culture in Serbia.
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